HANDMADE BRICK HAD A BEAUTY OF ITS O\AINI.
THAT'S WHYBORDEN MADE HANDTIQUE:
f fomes built with handmadebrick a hun- the brick should be a part of that style. And
I-L d."d or more years ago had a gracious- Handtique is. It offers the rough texture, the
ness, a style that could not be duplicated

modern, machine-made brick.
Until Borden made Handtique.
Handtique has the character
of handmade brick. But because

with

muted colors, and the graceful, uneven lines
that made yesterday's styles so
memorable.

Look at Handtique at your
nearest Borden dealer's.

And you'll see hou' Borden
it is made rvith modern
invenred a neu' kind of brick
methods, the price is more hke
that is over a hundred years old.
BorrJens cotooiffi'ffi
the brick of today.
And is still beautiful. Borden Irlrllll:
If the home you're going to build gets its
beauty from the graceful styles of yesterday, Brick and Tile Company.
c^flllil
iflno
s

"Handtique"is a registered trademnrk of Borden Brick & Tile Co,
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Studying The
Model
by Suzy Buttles,

Editor

ln looking at study models we can

the
designer: the ideas that are thrown
away, the ideas which become
other ideas, the ideas which
possibly never realize themselves
see the greater intent of

in buildings. We can witness the
struggle between the idea and the
form, and view the forms which
provoke ideas.
In an historical sense, we can
observe that architecture and ils
study tools are intimately related
and dependent upon one another;
and that a development in one will
inspire a change in the other. lt is
curious however, that understanding of the model has largely
come through examination of the
drawing. Several recent exhibiseen.
tions-mostly notably the Museum
of Modern Art's show of BeauxArts drawing-have done much to
enf lame an interest in the tools of
architecture. Although the BeauxArts architects eschewed the
model in favor of the large
drawing, the show was a profound
illustration of the decorative architectural drawing against which
Gropius had railed, with the sub-

The Student Publication of the
School of Design sponsors an
exhibit entitled "The Study Model:
A Dialogue Between Thought and
Thing"
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sequent rise of the light and carefully machined model.
Decades after the Bauhaus, the
model was still being used for
study and had supplanted the
traditional rendering as lhe final
presentation mode. Critics had
begun to refer to "the White
Cardboard Style" and the
increasingly popular isometric
drawing probably finds its correspondent in the model. There are
now three major collections ot
architectural drawings on exhibit
in this country, which may be
heralding a return to large and
decorative drawing. Whether we
will wilness a parallel shift away
f rom the model remains to be

(1) Michael Landau

Romaldo Giurgola, in his
interview tor The Student Publication's coming issue on models,
observed that the model best suits
an architecture whose exterior
reflects the interior-as has been
largely the case of modern
functionalism-and that an intellectual architecture of image and
allusion finds less value in the
model. But if we are observing not
the return to Beaux-Arts thinking
but the breaking of the rigid functionalist and even formalist
bounds, it is likely that we will see
not the demise of the model, but
its eventual transformation. The
growing fashion of painted
models, models composed of
found objects, schematic models,
cutaway models, and conceptual
models suggests an expansion of
horizons to increasingly analytical
use, as well as 3-dimensional
"painting" and working sculpture.
Giurgola, Graves, Stern, and
Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer, among
others, will describe their differing
uses of the model in Volume 27,
which will be released this spring.
The idea for an exhibit of study
models at the School of Design
evolved naturally out of the
research tor The Student publica-

tion. Like the popular exhibits of
architectural drawings and an
exhibit of models at the Institute
of Architecture and Urban Studies
in New York, a show of the artifactual byproducts of the design
process sets a stage for invaluable
insights to the designer and to, as
Michael Graves describes it, the
diafogue between thought and
thing. The concern is not for how
one makes models, but for why
and when one models, what is
learned from doing so, and how
the entire process influences the
design. For this reason, models in
the exhibit have been selected
according to a broad definition of
the purpose of study, excluding
presentation models whose
purpose is solely to illustrate in
miniaturized form the finished
design. The exhibit is intended to
present a wide range of 3dimensional objects whose creation was to facilitate dialogue
between the designer and his
design, and among designers and
other interested parties. The
emphasis is on the intention, not
the appearance of the model.
Accompanying statements by the
modellers should clarify the nature
of their modelling processes and
the relationships between the
models and the final designs.
Two major problems in

(2)

assembling a collection of this sort
are the extreme fragility of the
model, and the highly contextual
relevance of the model which may
hinder its understanding when
removed from its context. The
study model is conceived as a
"tool to the object" and hence is
not built with an eye to
permanence and is often discarded when its mission is accomplished; and thus many of the
selections have been plucked from
the desks of their creators only
days before the exhibit. The extensive examples of models by
students is testimony to the
school's love of the model as a
teaching and representation
method, perhaps attributable to
the legacy of Gropius.

Tom Brown
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The highlight of the show is very
probably the remarkable park
design by students Doug Hurlbert,
Hutch Johnson, and Tracey Jones
[4] which produced twenty-four
models along the way. They first
modelled an idea for the park
together, then separated to model

five and even eight ideas individually, each then synthesizing his
ideas into one model, and as a
group created the final design.
The striking freedom of expression
which is evident suggests that the
model can operate effectively in
many different roles simultaneously: as thought-provoki ng
object, as design record, and as a
medium for synthesis and
communication.

Michael Landau's [1,3] models
document the progression of a
design through the modeling
stages of early studies, schematic
and preliminary models.

(s) Michael Landau
(4) Doug Hurlbert, Hutch Johnson,

Tracey Jones
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(6)

(5)

T. C. Howard

Wes McClure

A model curiously reminiscent
of the Beaux-Arts is that which
il I ustrates the 3-dimensional
development of the form from the
plan. This is an excellent method
when a controlling idea is the plan
or parti, as illustrated by the
models loaned by architect Wes
McClure [5].
The most popular method of
illustrating volume is usually the
modelling of surfaces whose
separation creates voids, or architectural spaces. Yet it is conceivable,
although unusual, to model the
volume rather than the planes
defining the volume, analogous
perhaps to the Beaux-Arts style of
building section which drew the
lines of the building in only faint
strokes while rendering the
interior spaces in elaborate detail.
Possibly the two studies for a
tennis court shelter by T. C.
Howard [6] come the closest to
principally modelling volume as
opposed to surface. Howard
modelled volumes derived from
the dimensions of a tennis court,
the surface of the volume thus

(7)

describing the surface of the
structu re.
The most explicit modelling of a
surface is the study of a facade,
wittily illustrated by student Tom
Brown's study l2l tor a San
Francisco building facade tilted to
the plane of the street. An
extremely popular type of model is
that employed to study massing
and composition. Tom Brown took
this simple model one step further

and created two metaphorical
studies [7], one tor a house
which in composition is analogous
to the city skyline, the other for an
entrance influenced by a famous
gateway by Borromini. The latter
sets up sight lines by which the
stair appears to extend much

Tom Brown

further than it actually does. The
model by architect Roger Clark [8J
has in addition been manipulated
for surface treatment as exemplified by the varying hues, texture,
and light reflectances.

(8) Roger Clark
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The models also reflect considerable variations of expression, in
addition to studY intention,
particularly among the student
models of Vernon Shogren's
studio. These models rePresent
not only designs for architectural
forms, but 3-dimensional exPressions of the symbolic, technical,
formal, and experiential content
of the designs. Thus the modelled
expression of the technical
content of her design for a guest
house by Betsy Warner [11] is
strangely schematic and almost 2dimensional, while the formal

expression by Jeff Schoellkopf
[10] is strongly 3-dimensional and
architectural.
The students also develoPed
four designs apiece for a vacation
house, giving priority to each of the
four architectural contents in turn.
Roger Holland's studies [9]
illustrate the varying expressions
influenced by the changing
priority of intention. Thus not only
can the model be used to develoP
form, it may also exPress the ideas
and values of a form.
Apart from modelling the
subjective content deliberatelY
given to a design, student Tim Hill
illustrated the conflicting visual
perceptions of a house design
whose composition from one Point
appeared to be that of the addition
of parts, and from another the
subtraction of pieces from a
whole. Hence he modelled first the
design as an ambiguity occasioned by the conflicting Perceptions, then additionally modelled it
both as a composition of Pieces,
and as a form sculpted from
another form.
(9) Roger Holland

(11) Betsy Warner

(10) Jetf SchoellkoPf
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The relation between the
drawing and the model, as David
Gebhard notes in the introduction
to 200 Years of American
Architectural Drawing, is intrinsically closer than the relation
between model and building. One
understands the model, he
observes, through reference to the
drawing, not to the building. Thus
one can see in student paul
Haynes' model the attempt to
reflect the drawing section rather
than the plan, and in Ron
Maddox's [13J the influence of a
prescribed two-dimensional grid.
Architect Dean Best [12] stujied
the fenestration of his town
houses in model form after first
illustrating the effect he wished to
capture in a perspective sketch.
The red clay study by John
Thompson of his site at a
scale of 1" = 100, is understood by
reference onfy to an aerial photo
or map since of course at that
scale the eye cannot perceive the
totaf land area. The schematic
modef by Brian Shawcroft [1S] can
be seen as the bubble diagram
whose components have received
the first suggestion of form and
position in space. The intriguing
attempt by student Don Sett 1f +1
!o "ghost" a neighboring church
facade in his infill desig-n for an
office building sets up perspective
lines, as does Tom Brown,s'
entrance study, by which from one
position one may observe the
intended composition. Walls and
sculpture frame and emphasize
the lines of the church.

(12) Dean

Best

(13) Ron Maddox

(14) Don Sett
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Excerpting a Piece of the
building to examine a Problem
area or to suggest a theme or
treatment for the entire building is
yet another method of studY.
Architects McKimmon Rogers
Edwards modelled onlY two walls
and a roofline to illustrate with
moving flashlights the seasonal
path of the sun for the building's
clients. The detail model bY
student Joe Prefontaine [16] is a
study for a corner and two
elevations whose develoPment is
extremely 3-dimensional. The
sleek black and white character of
the model is also reminiscent of
an Art Moderne luxurY liner, but a
character which its execution in
brick would ProbablY never have'
So it must be observed that while
any model is an abstraction of the
OuilOing it rePresents, it often
takes oh a life and aesthetic of its
own. This is not a matter of right
or wrong, for the abstraction is in
the eye of tne designer and it is
not for the viewer to determine
whether or not there is "fit"
between model and building' lt is
worth remarking that viewers most
usually fault designs whose
model-s either "look" exactly like
the building or absolutelY do not
"look" in anY manner like the
building; a modicum of fit being
preferred and suggesting that the
viewer reallY does not know just
how to read the model. The sleek
white model is often attacked for
its formal abstractness and has
become almost an object of scorn
among the Postmodernists; but
curiouslY I am told bY a Viennese
professor that f requently architeciural comPetitions in EuroPe
specifY that the model be white to
ficilitate the reading of the
surfaces and sPaces.
The subsequent resentment of
the model as art obiect is not easy
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to understand in light of the fact
that the architectural drawing has
always been considered to have
the right to an art market. This is a
situation possibly occasioned bY
the fact that often much of modelmaking is not particiPated in bY
the designer, such models
frequently exhibiting representational, at the exPense of
expressive, qualities; although of
course many architects do not
engage in drawing either.
Obviously the model hds still not
been recognized as a legitimate
side product of architectural
expression.
Whether the model can
negatively influence the building is
entirely another, Yet verY Potent
question. Industrial designer Niels
Diffrient has observed that the
architectural model at 1/16" = 1'
scale rePresents onlY 1/192 ot
reality and for that reason is a
poor iool for design. Robert .Stern
too discounts the model for its
decePtions on the nature of
materials, its inclination to suggest
flat planes and correspondence

(16) Joe Prefontaine

between interior and exterior

surfaces, the inevitable simplistic
reduction of the design to greater
and greater abstractions.
Certainly there are grave
difficulties associated with an art
whose study and develoPment
cannot use the materials and tech-

niques of its execution. And it is
often the case, as Robert Stern
notes in his interview tor The
Student Publication, that the
intentions of the architect are way
ahead of the methodologies
available to him. Thus the tools of
the architect, as abstractions and
approximations of the realitY of
his art, must endure constant
change and evolution; while their
execution in another medium can
lend to them the seParate status of
the work of art. The examination
of the model as well as the
drawing unveils the greater
architectural intent often unrealized in the building, while
reflecting the develoPment of
entire movements in architecture'
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Retrospecta
Twenty-seven Years
o'f The Student Publication
by Charles H. Boney, Jr.
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The School of Design at North
Carolina State University has now
been in existence for twenty-nine
years. Led by Henry Kamphoefner
from 1948 until his retirement in
1973, the School received worldwide recognition as one of the
foremost of the modern schools of
design. lts reputation for design
excellence was born in the spirit
of the faculty which Dean
Kamphoefner assembled at the
School's outset and was spread by
the first graduating classes.
Evidence of this spirit of design
appeared in 1951 with the first
edition of The Student Publication
of the School of Design. This
publication, published entirely by
students, quickly gained acceptance and world-wide recognition
as a student forum.
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Drawing by

E.

F. Harris
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Dorton Arena by Mathew Nowicki
Vol. 1 No. 1

Today, under the leadership of

oldest student-organized design
publication in the country (no,
Yale fans, Perspecta didn't appear
until summer of 1952) is one of
varying success. As ambassador
of the School of Design it has
been received by libraries and
individuals world-wide; Reyner
Banham has called it a legend.
The Student Publication began
as an idea in 1950 by H. Theodore
Wijdevel, a faculty member at the
time. He had been involved with a
design publication in Europe
calfed Wendigen during the 1920's,
and suggested the formation of a
similar publication to his fourth
year arch itecture studio.

Dean Claude McKinney, a larger
School of Design strives to

maintain its reputation for
producing new thought. The
School survives despite (some say
because of) the extensive changes
which have occurred since 1948.
Most of the original faculty
members have taught, deParted,
and have been replaced. Brooks
Hall has survived two major
additions and is nearing the
completion of a third. Thus one of
the few constants left from the
original School of Design is fhe
Student Publication.
ln its twenty-seventh year, the
magazine maintains its original
purpose: to serve as a forum for
student interest. lts history as the
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Sketch by Le Corbusier Vol. 14
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publication for the School. lt was
his intent to begin a periodical
which would serve as "a working
medium through which the ideas
and opinions of ourselves and
others may find recognition and
encouragement." Dean Kamphoefner approved the idea. The first
real obstacle that Brandt's group
had to overcome was money; a
plan was made to assess each
student four dollars each year for
the publication, which the
students voted on and confirmed.
In August of 1951 came one of
the new School of Design's first
crises-the tragic death of the
Head of the Department of
Architecture. The WijdeveldtBrandt idea had just begun to
grow at the time, and the first SP
was conceived as a tribute to that
man of whom Lewis Mumford
said:

&rP
--'e
"/
-7

Jim Brandt, who has since been
a faculty member, was a student at
the time and became interested in
beginning such a student

he ... bore within him the seed of
a new age ... That which he left
undone through his death must
now call forth the creative efforts
of a whole generation.
This man was Matthew Nowicki.

Nowicki was a Polish architect,
thirty-eight years old when he
came to the School of Design in
1948 at the recommendation of
Lewis Mumford. He had previously
worked and studied under Le
Corbusier as well as Eero
Saarinen and was credited with
the major design work of the
United Nations Assembly Building.
Kamphoefner agreed by phone to
meet Nowicki at the information
booth in Grand Central Station.
They met, and the Dean invited
him to join the faculty at the thennew School of Design as Head of
the Department of Architecture.
This occurred during the reign of
McCarthyism and Nowicki, as a
foreigner, had to be interviewed by
the upper eschelons of State
College to be sure he wasn't a

communist architect bent on
taking over the quonset huts of
the School of Design. He wasn't.
He was hired.
Students under Nowicki recognized in him a total commitment
and involvement; he was always
an architect. Time spent in rest
and relaxation he spent as an
architect resting and relaxing. He
demanded the same type of
discipline from his students.
According to an old School story,
Nowicki once asked his students if
they had attended the basketball
game the previous weekend; they
answered yes. "Good!" he replied.
"Now I want you to draw the
structural system of the gymnasiu

m

brilliant talent already displayed in
those projects, Nowicki's future in
architecture seems to have been
undeniable.
The last day of August in 1950
marked the end of a brilliant and
young career; on a return flight
from a Chandigarh planning
session in India, Matthew
Nowicki's plane crashed and
burned in Egypt. He was forty
years old and had hardly begun
his work. Those who knew him
were fortunate in that experience;
those of us who never knew him
are better able to understand
Matthew Nowicki through Jim
Brandt's first edition of The SP.

!"

As a practitioner in Raleigh,

Nowicki designed Dorton Arena in
collaboration with William Henley
Deitrick. Completed posthumously
by Deitrick, this building stands as
a reminder of Nowicki's potential
as a superb creator of form. Also a
project during his two years in
Raleigh was the city of
Chandigarh, designed in collaboration with Mayer and Whittlesey
(and later finished by Le
Corbusier). With such large
commissions before him and the

Sketch f rom Design and Community
Vol. 19, No.2
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Drawings from "The Orderly Subdivision of
Spheres" by Duncan Stuart Vol. 5 No. 1

Plate from Building Footprints

Vol.9 No.

1
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After Jim Brandt's year as editor
of the magazine, an election for a
new editor was held. This election
has now been repeated for twentyseven years to make The SP of
the School of Design the oldest
publication by an American school
of design in continuous existence.
Only two students have failed to
produce in the publication's
history, each time leaving a gap of
several months in our records.
Dean Kamphoefner relates an
amusing story about one of the
editors who failed to produce a
publication. As the deadline for
printing approached, this editor
approached the Dean with the
idea of making a record tor The
SP instead of the usual printed
matter.The Dean gave his
approval, apparently to the dismay
of the editor, who appeared to be
looking for an excuse not to
produce. Had the Dean rejected
the idea of producing a record, the
editor could have said "Well, I
went to the Dean with this
fantastic idea of producing a
record tor The SP, but he wouldn't
let me do it." As it turned out, the
editor's record never materialized.
Once again, fhe SP is a
student-organized project. Usually.
As the circulation expanded and
influence increased, it became
apparent to some faculty members
that the magazine would make a
convenient personal forum. One
ex-faculty member recalls making
his acceptance of a position at the

School of Design conditional: he
had to have a private office and
The SP for a year. The material
produced by such faculty
members was generally of high
quality, but had the occasional
disadvantage of students perceiving The SP as a faculty-controlled
part of the School of Design, thus
discouraging student participation.
Participation in years past has
ranged f rom mammoth undertakings by a few students to the
involvement of over forty students
in Volume 16:1&2 "Forty Gardens."
As participation has been varied,
so has the production. As many as
five issues have been published in
one year: 1964 saw the documentation of the architectural idea as
exhibited in the work of Alvar
Aalto, Le Corbusier, Louis Kahn,
Paolo Soleri, and Harwell
Hamilton Harris. Other years have
had an average of two publications per year. As ideas for subject
matter have grown increasingly
ambitious, and the costs of
printing have risen, the most
recent editors have generally
limited themselves to one volume
per year.
In later years, the original fourdollar assessment was found to be
insufficient to cover costs of printing. Because of its association
with the arts, it was only natural

tor The SP to decide to hold an art
auction to raise funds. All
students, faculty, and regional
artists were invited to contribute
some of their work to the Annual
Art Auction of the School of
Design. The first such auction was
held in the Raleigh Litile Theatre
and raised $+OO tor The Sp. As the
Art Auction became a highly
regarded and anticipated event,
the proceeds grew to a high one
year of $2500.
The idea of the auction was a
sound one: when a piece reached

\

the block, it was sold anonymously. Ultimately this system of ,,art
for art's sake" auctioning was the
Annual Art Auction's downfall;
artists began to find that their
paintings which brought gSO on
the auction block were being
bought by gallery owners and
placed in their galferies for 9350.
Bad publicity followed and the Art
Auction, which had continued for
about twenty years, had to be discontinued.
Patrons have been solicited by
the magazine over the years to
supplement income from the Art
Auction: response has been
impressive. A sampling of past
patrons includes Fuller, Belluschi,

*-t-
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Sibyl Moholy-Nagy, Candela, Otto,
Tange, and Progressiye Architecture, Architectural Forum, and the
Architectural Record. lf this list
was expanded to include the
North Carolina architects who
have patronized The Sp in the
past, there would be no room to
continue writing. A deep debt is
owed to the North Carolina archi_
tects for many years of individual
support. Perhaps if any two individuals deserve recognition for
patronage, they are Edgar J.
l!"il
Kaufmann, Jr. and Wallace K.
Harrison. Their generous financial
gifts have greaily served lhe Sp in
the past.
Another fascinating story from
Dean Kamphoefner,s unlimited
supply of anecdotes recalls one
particular edition's financial diffi_
culties: the editors desperately
needed an additional $5000 to
complete their issue. As possible
avenues for revenue were
exhausted, The Sp's future
seemed dubious. One day one of
the editors brought a cashier's
check for 95000 to the Dean-an
anonymous contribution from
someone known only to the editor.
To this day, no one except the
editor knows where the money
game from. (The Sp is still looking
for that anonymous contributor ...)
Subject matter of The Sp has
been more varied than its
production schedule. Suzy Butiles,
editor of Vof um e 27 on three_
dimensionaf models, recalls trying

Vol. 10 No. 2
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Drawings by Lawrence Halperin f rom
"Choreography in the Landscape" Vol- 5
No.2

to select a single rePresentative
volume to send Gunnar Birkerts at
his request; the job was next to
impossible. The Studenf Publication volumes are of too wide a
range of subject matter to saY that
any volume represents a crosssection of the Past. One Year
might find fhe SP involved in
technologY, the next in Philosophy; one can easilY find the earlY
writings of Lawrence HalPrin, an
interview with Ludwig Mies van
der Rohe, a selection of gardens
by Roberto Burle Marx, a Portfolio
oi sketches bY Matthew Nowicki'
Volume 25 "Proiections" is the
most recent of the PhilosoPhical

issues. Seven essays bY facultY
members and E. F. Harris relate to
the future of design and divide
into four basic viewPoints:
problem, Practice, Project and

production.

P/ates f rom

fhe Structures oJ

Warped Surfaces by Eduardo Catalano
Vol. 10 No. 1
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Another grouPing of Past issues
deals with technologY, a natural
reflection of the strong emPhasis
on architectural engineering of the
early School. Buckminster Fuller
coniributed extensively during the
years
of involvement with the
'school;
among other contributions
was his famous DYmaxion Airocean World MaP.
Duncan Stuart-who is still with
the School-has been Published
several times in The SP, including
his "OrderlY Subdivision of
Spheres" in Volume 5:1 (rePrinted
in 1963), reProduction of some of
his paintings in Volumes 7:1 and
7:3, his "Time Drawing" in Volume
6:1 and an essay in Volume 12:1
entitled "PolYhedral and Mosaic
Transformation." The SP off ice
receives more requests for coPies
of Stuart and Fuller articles than
for anY other contributors'
One of the better-known Past
members of the School of
Design's facultY is Eduardo.
Catalano. Volume 5:1 contained a

docurnentation of his well-known
warped surface studies; his
interests in this field led to a
second Publication of his work in
Volume 10:1 "structures of
Warped Surfaces." This volume
consists of a collection of thirtY
plates which exPlore visuallY the
possibilities of warped surfaces in
design. Both Catalano Publications are out of Print.
Other structural innovators
featured bY The SP have been
Caminos, Nervi, Torroja, and
Candela.
An interesting illustrated technological edition evolved from a
cliss assignment in Brian
Shawcroftrs studio in 1967' This
issue, Volume 17:1 "Building
Skeletons", is a collection of ten
signif icant buildings drawn. in the
same manner and analYzed
according to structure'
Several recent issues have
addressed an area of growing
concern to the designer: the idea
of social responsibility in design'
Of these, Volume 18: "ResPonse to
Environment" and Volume 19:2
"Design and CommunitY" have
already sold out. Volume 20:2
" 1294567891 0 Eleven Views"
(eleven essays emPhasizing
collaborative design at the
planning level), and Vg!.ume 23:1
l'Designing the Method" (a look at
the uJe oiexPerimental methods
in design) are still available'

Volume 9:1,,Building Footprints,,
has perhaps been the inost

successful of all Stude nt pubtica_
tions. ft was a simpte idea
executed by then_facufty member
Eduardo Sacriste, Jr., with fn" Sp;
it consists of forty-five significant
buifding plans, all drawn"to the
same scale. Through comparison
of these plans, one can gain a
sense of relative scale and parti
for buildings such as the r- Parthenon, the United Nations
Assembly Hall, and St. peier,s.
Severaf other similar pubfications
followed this simpte ibea. Voirrn"
13: 1&2 "The City: Form and
f ntent" was a photographic
cof lection of clay models of cities
at the same scale. Richard Saul
Wurman, co-ordinator of stuJent
efforts on this issue, has since
bought the copyright trom Tie
student publication and has
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by paoto Soteri,

reprinted this volume. Volume 16:
1&2 "Forty Gardens" is a similar
cof lection of drawings of forty
significant gardens.
Two new volumes are presenily
in the planning stage; Volume 26:
"Carolina Dwelling" is hoped
to be
produced and distributed by
Christmas of this year. Oout
Swaim, editor for ihat issue."is
providing a well-ilf ustrated docu_
mentation of vernacular architec_
ture and landscape in North
Carolina. Volume 2T on three_
dimensional architectural study
models wilf feature many contem_
porary architects discussing the
influence and scope of the "model
in their work. production is slateO
for late Spring of 197g.
Perhaps the most amazing fact
.
about The Sp is that it has "
changed hands compf ete ly year
after year for twenty-seven y""r,
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and has managed to continue. The
opportunity to participate in all
aspects of production of a design
journal such as The Student
Publication is possibly one of the
best educational experiences
offered to students at the School
of Design. Student pride in the
reputation of the publication,
which editors soon discover is
more extensive than might be
imagined, runs deep. Witnin the
confines of the crowded but com_
fortable office, one finds a haven
for the student-philosopher, the
budding writer. A small but com_
plete archives contained in a cabinet
provides assurance to the staff,
standing in mute testimony to the
efforts of their predecessors.
.Certainly contributing authors
who have donated theii invaf uable
time must receive a great deal of
the credit for advancr.n g The
Student Pu bl ication,s r6putation.
Le Corbusier, after compiling and
annotating the drawings for
Vof ume 14:Z "The Architectural
fdea: Church at Firminy,' tor editor
Kefler Smith, wrote:
Voila! Mr. Keiler Smith. you have
given me orders! (to comment on
fhese drawings) I have devoted the
time, n.ecessary to it; my morning's
work has been rudely interrupted!
Yours, Le Corbusier
The Student pubtication has
doubtlessly interrupted many
other mornings and happily will
continue to do so!
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Manufacturers & lnstallers of

:
LETTERS

T

PLAQUES T SIGNAGE SYSiEMS

ANDCO INDUSTRIES CORPORATION

p. O. gJi zs66.eieensboio, N' C' 27407 r(gts) 299-4511

On Raleigh Beltline Between

post off ice Box

SEE OUR CATALOGS IN SWEET'S

1 North & 64 East

Ezra Meir Associates, Inc.

acoustics
incorp orate d

401 Glenwood

Ave.

Raleigh, N' C'

Phone 828-0801

BUILDING SPECIALTY CONTRACTORS
o ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS.
o irr ovne LE & D E M o u NTABLE PARTlrl o N -sY-qIF.ys'
ENvIRoNMENTAL
AccESS FLooRs
o inrseo
'Cd,.xfnor

&

pnooucrs FoR colqyIEI^Io9gH'

o I,rAiiE FLOOR. & WALL

US

(919) 828-747
17737 /Raleigh, North caroltna 27609/Phone

o

Soil Testing

o

Rock Coring

r Laboratory AnalYsis
& RePort

SYSTEMS FOR GYM.

NASIUMS & INDUSTRY.

O OTXEN BUILDING SPECIALTY PRODUCTS'

o

gg24 PELTON STREET
CHARLOTTE, N. C. 28203
TELEPHONE 704-523'431 6

Concrete, Field and
LaboratorY Testing

thecoldfacts
Dependable cold storage with expert
nngin""ring, sturdy construction and
ver-satile design. And built with
W. A. Brown qualitY. NSF aPProved
and listed UL elecfical'
Your coolerlfreezet will be
designed specifically for.your available
rpuJ" with prefabricated three or four
iich urethane walls. Complete with
maximum insulation and all the
features you need for years of service'
And that's the facts!

@@@
W. A. BROWN & SON, INC.
1408, Salisbury, N'-C 28144
P.
' O.
- Box
-flt"Phone:
704-6gO-Sfgt
Urethane walk_in coolers/Freezers
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-

Adjustable Shelving

NORTH CAROLINA ARCHITECT

-

Specialty Equipment for Food stores

-

Engineering and Food store Planning service

AGIANT,NEW
COLUMBIA
MALL
BUILTWITH
GIANI:MIX
MASONRY.-.^CEMENT
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Developed

by.

Kahn Deveropment
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EI+il II
Columbia

o

Raleigh

PORTLAND
& MASONRY

CEMENI COMPANY

o Tucker

Tbdrys So/ar lIomes
use

TbdaybWindows.
The modern.technolggy of solar energy is
combined with the efficiencies of insuil6ted aluminum sash to create this restful
residence for an energy-conscious yorng

professional.

BUILDING PRODUCTS
P. O. Box 868

Lexingrton, N. C. Z72g2

(704) 249-9193

GREGORY & ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
Roanoke, Virginia
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BASS. NIXON

& KENNEDY

rNc.

pr0t0cl-l-0h20 ls thO 0nlu Pansrn0d 0lazlng malfflal
o Guaranteed Against Breakage
o LJ. L. listed Burglar Resistant
o Certifild as a Sifety Glazin-g Material
o25O Times $trpngqr thg.r.r Glass and
Better Insulating Qualities
oMeets OSHA Requirements
o nxceil;tweath"tittg and Color Retention
o EasV to Install and Maintain
o AvaitaUte in: Clear, Blue, Blue Green'
Green and Bronze

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
7416 CHAPEL HILL ROAD
RALEIGH
NORTH CAROLIN A 27ffi7
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illusha'tor

Specializing in Location Photography

Architectural

Industrial
Corrlmercial
Charlotte
Fayetteville
Greensboro
RockY Mount
NORTH CAROLINA ARCHITECT

704-376-4886
919485-3101
919-292-2930
919446-9145

Tefephone 7053726354
2609 Commonwealth Ave',
,Charlotte, North Carolina 282Os
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